METRIC IE1 & IE3 ALUMINUM & CAST IRON MOTORS
IEC DESIGN, WITH NEMA B TORQUE CURVES
TEFC TOTALLY ENCLOSED FAN COOLED

/
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Applications:
General purpose use on conveyors, compressors, pumps, fans, blowers and other
industrial and process machinery. Motors can be locally modified to match special
electrical designs such as 2 speed or any non-standard connection requirements. Spe
cial mechanical requirements such as shafts or flanges can be fabricated in 3-4 days.

Features:

Design - IEC Standard 60034-1 for energy efficiency, rotating electrical machines part 2-1, compliant with efficiency
standards covered by NEMA, CSA, CEMEP, COPANT, AS, NZS, JIS and GB.
Agency Listings and Standard - IEC, IEEE, CSA, CSAus, CE, NEMA, DOE, NRCan
Service Factor - 1.15 @ 60Hz and 1.0 @ 50hZ without derating power
Electrical Supply -At 60Hz, standard voltages are: 208 -230 / 460 VAC: Fractional to 30HP,
460 / 796 VAC: 30HP to 300HP, 333 / 575 VAC: Fractional to 5.5HP, 575 / 990 VAC: 5.5HP to 300HP
At 50Hz, standard voltages are: 190 -220 / 380 - 415 VAC: Fractional to 30HP,
380 - 415 / 660 - 725 VAC: 30HP to 300HP
*Custom voltages available on request i.e. 690V

Windings - Highest quality Enamel coated magnet wire. VPI with 2 stage dip and bake.
lnsulation - Non hygroscopie Class H with Class B temperature rise
Voltage and Frequency Variation - ± 10% on 2 rated voltage points, ±5% on frequency per regulation en 60204-1
Bearings - SKF single row deep groove ball bearings, frame sizes 132+ have re-greasing capabilities.
*Special bearings are available on request.

Earthing Terminais - 1 in the terminal box and 1 on body of the motor.
Bearing Lubricant - For regreasable bearings, our standard is P olyrex EM (- 29 °C to 177 ° C temperature range)
Enclosure Protection - Standard is IP 55, others such as IP 56, IP 65 available on request
Frame Construction - Frames 56-160 are pressured die cast aluminum with base that can be removed/applied to
accommodate F0, F1, F2 terminal box positions. Frames 180-355 are cast iron construction with F0 terminal box position.
Conduit Box - Large square cast aluminum terminal box designed to meet NEC space requirements. Can be rotated in 90
degree increments. Equipped with both NPT and P G plugs. Wiring diagram is embossed on the back of the cover. lnside
you will find clearly marked stud type terminal blocks and leads identified in IEC format. Frames 132+ corne equipped with
extra gland for PTC connection.
lnverter Duty - Suitable for lnverter Duty applications, at all voltages for speed ranges of
10:1 constant torque and 20:1 variable torque. Meets NEMA MG-1 P art 31.4.4.2 criteria.
Nameplate - Oversized painted aluminum nameplate with 60Hz and 50Hz performance specifications along with
multiple approval ratings.
Drain Hole - Cast iron frames, located in center bottom of casting.
Fan Cover - Rolled steel on all frame sizes, cast iron available on request
Warranty - 3 years from the date of manufacture

Our oversized aluminium nameplate allows for
quick reference to both 60 and 50Hz perfa
values spread across a wide voltage range.
Multiple approval ratings provides locally
compliant motors ready for export to over 28
global regions. The Max Motion IEC line is
designed to meet or exceed all IEC 34 and 72
electrical standards while satisfying NEMA MGl
Part 31.4.4.2 for VFD inverter fed applications.
Heat has long been the great adversary for motor,
longevity. We address this concern logically by
the use of a class H insulation system throughout
the motor windings and leads. Ali of our motors
exceed the criteria critical for optimal operation
in 10:l Constant Torque and 20:l Variable Torque
applications. This hybrid platform meets
both IEC Design N and NEMA Design B
Torque characteristics.
A large, square, cast aluminium T-box has been
designed to meet NEC space requirements.
Equipped with NPT and PG plug ·t con be
rotated in 90 degree increments nd boasts a
wiring diagram embossed on to the back of the
cover. There are no plastic cost outs here! lnside
are clearly marked, stud type terminal blocks and
leads marked in the proper IEC format.
Knowing that over 57% of motor failures occur
due to bearings, it's understood that bearings
play an essential role in a motor's lite cycle. This is
why we use over-sized SKF Explorer Deep Groove
Ball Bearings in our motors, as standard. We went
the extra mile to include re-greasing capabilities
from frame sizes 132 to 355. ln conjunction with
the Class H insulation system, you get a cool
running motor which gives us the ability to offer
our customers a full 3 year warranty.
Frame sizes 56 - 160 are of lightwei t aluminium
construction, with removable base and flexible
multi-orientation capability (Fl, F2, F3). ·th an
ultra-smooth and elongated fin design,
dissipated quickly. Cast iron frames are
from sizes 180 - 500 and offers the sa
as with aluminium units. Rolled stee
are standard on all frames and spe
fan covers con be furnished upo e
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